
WRITE A TESTIMONIAL ON LINKEDIN

Your 5-Minute Guide to Writing an Amazing LinkedIn Recommendation over the years who we'd be happy to
recommend on LinkedIn (or anywhere, really) in .

Specifically, include any information that demonstrates the impact the person had on you or your organization.
When done correctly, LinkedIn recommendations not only validate your expertise and skills, but also give
interested parties an idea of what it's like to work with you. Rather than the conventional, "available upon
request," LinkedIn allows you to rack up recommendations and showcase them as part of your professional
brand. How would you describe your experience in receiving or giving a LinkedIn recommendation? This
gives a hint why are you qualified to give this recommendation. One differentiating quality, however, was the
way the writer emphasized the particular skill she found enticing in this person: Video. Not your typical run of
the mill agent mind you but someone who is comfortable in social media, blogging and marketing on the web.
Not even less if your contacts have got some admiring characters worth mentioning. That skill often takes
years to develop among consulting professionals, but it seemed to come perfectly naturally to him. Jeremy
never showed signs of stress. The recommendation you shared in your letter definitely makes you sound like
an entry-level employee. The ideas that came out of that conversation helped me craft a marketing and
business generation plan that has grown my business to higher levels. What's different about this
recommendation, compared to the pale and sickly one that emphasized your ability to get to work on time?
After reading these samples, you should be able to phrase similar sentences based on your personal experience
with the recommendee. Your first recommendation â€” the one that needs a major rewrite or needs to be
deleted â€” comes from nowhere. Melanie combines her incredible talent for positioning issues and
communications skills with an extraordinary sense of strategy and timing. I've also worked as a social media
influencer for a mental health company in building their user engagement on the social landscape. When
someone applies for a job they become the product that needs to be sold to the buyer, who is the hiring
manager in this case. You can just request a recommendation from your former colleagues, clients, and
classmates. Step 5: Close it with a strong end statement As we discussed, your LinkedIn recommendation is a
mini sales pitch that helps to sell a person on the job market. Of course, we are not talking about human
trafficking, but the job market. LinkedIn recommendations are the perfect example. Most personnel use
LinkedIn for their career path development by stating the qualifications he or she possess and to seek for
opportunities. Talk about motivating a team! I hope we find the right opportunity to work together again in the
future! Throw in some energy and human storytelling â€” and see what a difference they make! Stevens,
CMB!!! Few years ago I created some blogs which are now ranking consistently on the search engines like
Google. A great recommendation is specific. This gives a push with a proper recommendation. Go to your
LinkedIn message tab and click the pen tool. No matter how hardworking she was, she always wore a smile on
her face. She is a real pro! She was thorough and applicable to the economic stress we are all facing.


